
Lay Pastoral Ministry: What’s Needed?

CURRENT LANDSCAPE
• Employed for 10 hours, work 

for 40 hours
• Role has expanded, not well defined
• With the arrival of a new priest, will 

role remain?
• No opportunity for training or 

professional development
• Just “fell into” the role – someone was needed – training?
• How to work with secretary and other coordinators?
• How to measure success?
• What will happen once retire from role?





Where does council fit in structure?

Australian Catholic Bishops Conference

Commission for 
Church Ministry

Catholic Women

Clergy Life & Ministry

Lay Pastoral Ministry

Related Councils



Role and Membership of 
Council for Lay Pastoral Ministry

• Advisory Body to Bishops Commission of Church Ministry
• Members drawn from broad range of backgrounds and 

regions
• Members do not represent their particular region
• To advise Bishops on how best to support Lay Pastoral 

Ministry
• Will seek key contacts in each Diocese and dialogue re what 

is happening on ground and emerging issues and 
recommendations 





Comments/Questions

• Particularly about role of Council



Short National Survey Conducted

• No clear definition or naming convention across or within 
dioceses

• Policies, contracts, formation and support vary from being 
very strong to almost non-existent across dioceses

• Scope of ministry includes parishes, schools, hospitals, 
prisons, university, youth, ethnic communities, indigenous, 
family, aged care, people living with disability, regional roles 
(across more than one parish), diocesan and national roles

• No clarity on total numbers – or numbers of employed, 
volunteers 

• Also no clarity regarding terminology: religious and lay



Professional Research Conducted in 2015

PURPOSE
• Gather information from dioceses who already have policies 

and accreditation standards and contracts etc – consider 
best practice

• Gather theological understandings of lay pastoral ministry
• Interview practitioners – lay and ordained in urban, 

regional, rural and remote settings, in a variety of dioceses.
• Offer recommendations
• Report received early this year but yet to be released by 

Bishops



Key Findings of Research Study

TERMINOLOGY
Confirms there are a variety of terms : dioceses have 
developed descriptions of the roles and different structures 
for their functioning. 
THEOLOGICAL BASIS
Identifies that the theological basis for such forms of ministry 
arises from the common discipleship of all those who are 
baptised into the Church



Key Findings (continued)

EARLIER RESEARCH (2000 & BUILDING STRONGER PARISHES)
• work for more hours than they were paid for and often had 

no or an inadequate job description. 
• Relationships with parish priest were not always 

collaborative 
• About half had little or no accreditation for work
• Few saw their work as being highly secure. 
• 71 per cent of Mass attenders felt that lay pastoral 

associates had enriched parish life. Lay pastoral workers 
contribute significantly to parish vitality. 

• Need for training and mentoring, development of clear 
structures, well-defined roles and delegation of authority. 



Key Findings (continued)

BACKGROUND OF LAY PASTORAL MINISTERS
• Most had grown up in the Catholic Church
• Many had taken on lay pastoral ministry because they 

recognised that there were too few priests to do all that was 
needed. Others saw it as a responsibility of being a Catholic 
and they were giving back 

REMUNERATION
• Some were paid and others were not, with no common 

rationale for determining whether remuneration was 
appropriate. 



Key Findings (continued)

JOB SECURITY AND SATISFACTION
• While most found the roles rewarding, many experienced 

tensions in the expectations other parishioners and priests 
had of them and in prioritising their responsibilities for other 
aspects of family and work life. 

• For many of them, there was an inherent insecurity in the 
work. A new priest arriving in the parish could mean that 
their roles would be terminated or significantly changed at 
short notice. 

• Few felt there was a possibility of moving to similar roles in 
other parishes. While they could provide some continuity in 
parish life when priests were moved, there was little 
attention given to their own security or their succession. 



Key Findings (continued)

DISCERNMENT, TRAINING AND FORMATION
• Many of the lay pastoral ministers had begun their work in response 

to an invitation from a priest to do some occasional unpaid ministry. 
Their roles had grown from that point. In some cases, there was a 
process of discernment to establish whether nominees for a 
particular role were suitable. 

• On the other hand, many paid roles were advertised and applicants 
had been interviewed. 

• The employer was usually the parish priest and the lay pastoral 
minister was directly responsible to the parish priest or moderator 
for their work. Dioceses had, in some locations, provided some 
training and/or formation for the roles. In other places, it was 
assumed that if people had the aptitude they would learn on the job. 
Some had undertaken theological education. 



Comments/Questions

• Short National Survey
• Purpose of Professional Research
• Background of Lay Pastoral Ministers
• Remuneration
• Job Security and Satisfaction
• Discernment, Training and Formation



Key Findings (continued)

BLURRING OF ROLE AND BURN OUT
• It was common for many activities that were undertaken in the 

parish, such as preparation for meetings or taking care of 
administrative tasks, not to be counted as part of the 'official work'. 
Many participants who were paid for some work also undertook 
unpaid work. 

• There were indications that some were facing 'burn out' from 
overwork and from their attempts to balance their parish work with 
other aspects of their lives. In places, the physical environment for 
their work was satisfactory, but in other places it was problematic. 
For many, there was no set structure for their daily activities. 

COMMISSIONING
• Some had been commissioned for their roles. Others had not. It was 

seen to be important



Key Findings (Continued)

RELATIONSHIPS & COMMUNICATIONS
• In general, lay pastoral ministers felt that their relationships with 

parishioners and other people in their communities was positive. 
• Good communication needed with other lay, ordained and religious 

leaders in their communities, and in some cases, the levels of 
collaboration were high. 

YOUTH WORKERS
• Youth workers felt particularly vulnerable, often feeling that other 

people viewed their leadership as transitory, a preparation for more 
senior roles. 

• In many circumstances, youth leadership was not well sustained 
financially by the parishes. 



Key Findings (Continued)

RECOGNITION 
• People working in parish schools often felt that they became the face 

of the Church, particularly if there was no local resident priest, and 
yet were not often recognised for their contribution. 

SUPPORT
• While relationships with dioceses and the national Church were 

rarely problematic, there was evidence that many lay pastoral 
ministers were not aware of the support that might be available, and 
felt isolated in their particular contexts. It was acknowledged that the 
support of the bishop for lay pastoral ministry was crucial

TRANSITION OF PRIEST AND ROLE
• Potential problem when priest moved, or in transitioning role



Questions/Comments

• Blurring of Role & Burn Out
• Commissioning
• Relationships & Communications
• Youth Workers
• Recognition
• Support
• Transitioning of Priest and of Role



Conclusion of Research

• It is the view of research team that rigorous processes for 
• the selection, 
• formation, 
• accreditation and authorisation 
of lay pastoral ministry encourage high quality ministry 
practice. 

• While the flexible and transitory nature of many lay pastoral 
ministry roles suits some people, it can also be detrimental 
to the stability of that form of ministry. 

• It is also important to manage the responsibilities, 
expectations and working hours to ensure that people do 
not burn out. 

• Structures of support and supervision are important. 



Recommendations from Research 

1. that people be offered remuneration for work done for more than 
four hours a week on a continuing basis; 

2. that contracts should cover all employed people, containing 
detailed role descriptions and realistic assessment of hours of 
work and should generally specify a length of time for the review 
of the contract; 

3. that dioceses develop procedures and systems for the resolution 
of grievances and disputes and support networks; 

4. that national systems of recognised training and professional 
development be facilitated with certificates that could be offered 
through online courses supported by local or online tutoring; 

5. that templates for the commissioning of both paid employees and 
unpaid pastoral workers be developed; and 

6. that workplaces should be provided in line with the instructions 
for Catholic Church employees in Good Works.



STABILITY IN ROLE
There is a part of me that would love to [do theological studies] ... 
but I need to see the longevity of this position as well. I've got 
another twenty or twenty-five years of working life left, and I can't 
go down a track that would end up in a dead end. When it comes 
to the wages, as a single person, that is what I struggle with. ... If 
they could see that this would lead to somewhere, that it was 
sustainable ... I've got to live. I've got bills to pay and I'm one 
person, I'm not a couple or anything. My position has been put in 
place by [the current parish priest] and if he retires, there is all 
these 'ifs and buts'. I'm the type of person that doesn't like to do 
the wrong thing by anyone, but at the same time there has to be 
some negotiation. [Lay Participant]

Quotes from Research



Quotes from Research

SUPPORT IN ROLE
Many of the participants were involved in multiple ministries in an 
unpaid capacity, and some found the roles could be life-changing, the 
demands could also be quite draining. This was particularly the issue 
for one female participant in a large rural parish, who became 
emotional when asked about her various roles: “I am in a dry spot at 
the moment. This is the year of trying to get out of everything, 
because I'm drained. But it's a spiritual thing. It needs to be spiritually 
nurtured. So where do lay people go for retreats?”



BLURRING OF ROLE
I have a problem with role descriptions and ministry. My role 
description says that I coordinate the music of the parish, but my 
ministry is to play at mass on Sunday or any liturgical celebration. 
That's what I do because I have the gifts and talents to do it. So 
when I grumble and complain about a busy weekend, that I'll need 
a day off on Monday, playing at mass really isn't work, it's ministry. 
I do baptism prep but my role description says I coordinate the 
baptism preparation program. But when I prepare a parent that's 
not really my role, is it? That's ministry. So there is a fine line 
between what I am employed to do and what is ministry. 
...I don't include that baptism preparation in my time worked, 
because I do enough to fill my hours.[Lay Participant]

Quotes from Research



VOCATION
I think what it does is it creates an understanding that I'm real. I'm 
not saying priests and nuns are not real, but for me, it has made 
me realise that I've lived the lives that other people are living in 
the main. Most people live a family life, and I have lived that, and 
can relate to whatever happens within a family context. So my life 
makes sense to me. And to other people with whom I'm 
ministering to and with, it makes sense. They can talk to me about 
issues because of my background [education, work and family]. ... 
Having a supportive husband gives a good witness. People observe 
that: they know that he is supportive of me. It is witnessing. 
[Lay Participant]

Quotes from Research



ROLE SECURITY
[Transitioning of priests] is a disaster because not every priest, 
naturally, has the same mindset. The cultural environment of the 
workplace changes. So it can be quite random the expectations that 
are put on people. And even though there may be a generic role 
description, the emphasis changes. And sometimes it's not good 
communication around that. It's not that things will change. 
People will always expect that when there is a new person in a role, 
whatever that role, it will change. But the insecurity that people are 
left with, will they have a job or not - is unfair. There needs to be some 
way of protecting people's stability in all that. 
[Ordained Participant]

Quotes from Research



Comments/Questions

• Conclusion of Research
• Recommendations of Research
• Quotes



Current Task – National Guidelines

1. NPPN and some Dioceses have helped fund writing of Guidelines

2. First Draft nearing completion

3. Council is asking for Draft to be reviewed

4. Possible launch in late 2017

5. Desire for guidelines to be 
• practical document 
• Templates (eg sample contracts and role descriptions)
• reflection questions 
• recommendations to be shaped by dioceses
• Pointing to further resources online



Comments/Questions/Feedback

• What do you want to see addressed in the guidelines?
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